
Trap Collection Head with Jar Top [BT0002] 

MegaView Science Co., Ltd. 
https://shop.bugdorm.com · https://megaview.com.tw 

① Top Collection Jar [BT0002-10] 

② Wire Ventilation Grid [BT0002-9] 
③ Fastening Cap for ② [BT0002-4] 

④ Stopper Cap for ③ [BT0002-5] 

⑤ Bottle Coupling Ring [BT0002-2] 

⑥ Inverted Y-Pipes [BT0002-1] 

⑦ Funnel Mounting Ring [BT0002-8] 

⑧ Inverted Fabric Funnel (sewn to trap body) 
⑨ Moth Excluder [BT0002-7] (16-cell grid, 1x1 cm per cell) 
⑩ Zip Tie [BT5002-10] 

○B  Bottom Collection Jar [DP0076-500] (not included) 

ASSEMBLY: This BT0002 trap collection head has a collection jar 
on top. It usually arrives assembled and attached to the Malaise Trap 
and the like. If re-assembling the collection head is needed, follow 
the steps below to mount the head onto the trap body correctly. 

1. Thread ⑧ through ⑦, black fabric circle first. 
2. Flip ⑧ over ⑦ until the black circle entirely covers the flange of 

⑦. There are two small rectangle cuts on the white fabric near 
the black circle. Expose both clips on ⑦from the cuts. 

3. To prevent large insects from entering pipes, push ⑨ into ⑦ & 

⑧ in Step 2. This step is mainly for Malaise traps if required. 
4. Align two ears on ⑦ with ears on oblique pipe’s opening of ⑥, 

then push ⑦ & ⑧ in Step 2 into ⑥. Make sure clips on ⑦ fully 
snap into small rectangle holes near the pipe opening. 

5. Zip-tie ⑦ in Step 4 to ⑥ by their ears to prevent ⑦ from 
popping off ⑥. This step is mandatory for Malaise Traps. 

6. Unplug ④ if it is preferable to allow for airflow in ⑥. 
7. Screw ○B  (not included) and ① into ⑥ to complete mounting the 

collection head to the trap body. 

 NOTE  If ○B  is missing from the trap or broken, we recommend 
substituting Nalgene™ 2105-0016 wide-mouth bottles (Ø53 mm 
closure size) for ○B  instead of buying the replacement bottles from us. 
Please get in touch with Nalgene™ suppliers near you for availability. 

All parts are UV tolerant except the zip ties. Each component can be 
purchased and replaced individually in case of loss or damage. 

Have any questions? Please email us: 
support@megaview.com.tw or bugdorms@gmail.com 
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